
 

 

The Mafioso Pledge 

 
 
‘The Sustainability Mafia’ pledges to give ‘Members’ leverage in the form of: 

1. Educational Leverage         {Creating Masterclasses ; SusTalks ; Sus-Shots} 
2. Revenue Leverage               {Business Development Connects ; Access to Marketplace} 
3. Visibility Leverage               {Branding Rights ; Curated Serendipity ; Storytelling} 
4. Influence Leverage              {Recruitment Platform ; Policy Design & Impact} 

 
and 

 
I as a ‘Member’ pledge to give ‘The Sustainability Mafia’ leverage in the form of: 

1. Sharing : My story, mentorship, subject expertise and learnings via the Mafia’s platforms and case 
studies 

2. Trust : Offer my network of investors, partners, clients and team members to the community’s 
members for their benefit 

3. Growth : Introduce and refer/recruit at least one new high quality Mafioso (for any of the 36 
sustainability themes) to the group every quarter 

4. Sustenance : Make a financial contribution to our Foundation pre-induction (suggested amount is 
minimum Rs. 9,000) to support our non-profit Mafia’s activities, as well as actively work to attract 
grant funding / donations to the Mafia through my network 

5. Reliability : Follow through on questions or requests from others in the group that are directed towards 
me within 2 days, and proactively participate in activities. 

 
(NOTE : Non-compliance with this Pledge is cause for removal from the Mafia in our Quarterly Churn) 

 
Signature: _________________ Date: _________________ 

Name: _________________ Organization: _________________  



Handy Guide 

 
 

What we are: What we are not: 

1) A Section-8 non-profit organization, (legally ‘Sustainability 
Engine Foundation’) built for at least a decade-long horizon 

1) Yet another community to be part of silently (no fomo!) 

2) A community first, ecosystem for climate action and 
sustainability solutions 

2) An advertising platform for self-promotion 

3) A creative, collaborative space for design, facilitation and 
exchange of solutions 

3) A politically motivated or influenced team/group 

4) A tribe of optimistic mentors, hungry entrepreneurs, creative 
collaborators, advisors 

4) A charity (we'd like to leave that to philanthropies, and 
instead earn/raise plentiful resources to make the climate 
change dent that needs to be made) 

5) A constantly evolving, open to feedback, group effort to 
kickstart a million high-impact sustainability initiatives (habits, 
collabs, new ventures, business deals, etc.) 

5) ..... negotiable on our core values! (Imagination; 
Collaboration; Optimism; Generosity ; Quality; Trust) 
 

 
 

 


